Retargeting of retroviral integration sites for the predictable expression of transgenes and the analysis of cis-acting sequences.
The transcriptional activity of transgenes in eukaryotic host cells critically depends on the sites of their integration where it is modulated by interactions between the promoter and surrounding chromatin structures. Retroviruses integrate their genome into chromosomal loci favoring expression from one long-terminal repeat (LTR). We have therefore developed a strategy in which retroviral vectors are provided with "tags", that is, targets for a site-specific recombinase (Flp). Presence of two 48 bp Flp recognition target (FRT) sequences permits the excision of a selection marker whereby the reading frame of a reporter gene (lacZ) is restored and beta-galactosidase activity can be monitored to characterize the integration site regarding the level and stability of expression. The location of the remaining FRT tag permits the subsequent Flp-mediated insertion of a truncated selection marker which is then expressed from the LTR. This step represents an authentic site-specific recombination event which can be demonstrated by a number of criteria, among these its reversibility in the presence of Flp activity. Thereby the "expression trap" principle permits the efficient recovery of stable insertion events, and if a gene of interest is linked to the truncated marker, the established properties of a given genomic site can be utilized for transcription studies or for the generation of highly expressing clones, even for biotechnological purposes.